Marking Schemes

This document was prepared for markers' reference. It should not be regarded as a set of model
answers. Candidates and teachers who were not involved in the marking proces~ are advised to
interpret its contents with care.
Chemistry
Paper 1
SECTION A

*

Question No.
Part I

Key

Question No.
Part II

Key

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

A(46%)
D (77%)
B (73%)
D (74%)
c (70%)
A(72%)
B (87%)
D (88%)
B (87%)
B (82%)
B (77%)
c (66%)
c (58%)
A(79%)
A(60%)
D (38%)
A(73%)
c (68%)
B (73%)
B (55%)
D (55%)
c (84%)
D (53%)
c (59%)

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

B (49%)
c (14%)
A(60%)
D (78%)
c (60%)
D (85%)
B (61%)
A(68%)

*

c (62%)
B (69%)
c (60%)

This item was deleted.

Note: Figures in brackets indicate the percentages ofcandidates choosing the correct answers.

General note on item deletion

It is normal for the HKEAA to delete a small number of items from its multiple-choice question papers if they prove
unsatisfactory. In practjce, there are a number of reasons why this is considered necessary. By far the most
common reason for deleting an item is that the ite):ll fails to discriminate between weak and able candidates - in
other words, the majority of the candidates involved had to rely on guesswork in answering that question. If such
an item is retained, the measurement process is rendered less effective. Where items have been deleted in the live
papers, they are still included in this series of publications. They are indicated as deleted items. Such items may
be discussed in the examination reports.
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SECTIONB

General Marking Instructions
1.

In order to maintain a uniform standard in marldng, markers should adhere to the marking scheme agreed at
the markers' meeting.

Part!
Marks
1. (a)

2.

The marking scheme may not exhaust all possible answers for each question. Markers should exercise their
professional discretion and judgment in accepting alternative_ answers that are not in the marldng scheme but
are correct and well reasoned.

1

~

.

lH(

3.

In questions asking for a specified number of reasons or examples etc. and a candidate gives more than the
required number, the extra answers should not be marked. For instance, in a question asldng candidates to
provide two examples, and if a candidate gives three answers, only the first two should be marked.

(b) Van der W aals' forces

(c)
4.

In cases where a candidate answers more questions than required, the answers to all questions should be
marked. However, the excess answer(s) receiving the lowest score(s) will be disregarded in the calculation of
the final mark.

5.

Award zero marks for answers which are contradictory.

6.

7.

·Chemical equations should be balanced except those in reaction schemes for organic synthesis. For
energetics, the chemical equations given should include the correct state symbols of the chemical species
involved.

In the question paper, questions which assess candidates' communication skills are marked with an asterisk
(*). For these questions, the mark for effective communication (1 mark per question) will be awarded if
candidates can produce answers which are easily understandable. No marks for effective communication
will be awarded if the answers produced by candidates contain a lot of irrelevant materials and/or wrong
concepts in chemistry.

Element
Argon
Chlorine

Natural source
The atmos.Q_here I Air
Rock salt I Sea water I Ocean

Method of extraction
Fractional distillation of liquefied air
Electrolysis_of sea water . · -

2. (a) A white precipitate is firstly formed, the precipitate dissolves in the presence of excess C0 2 (g).
Ca(OH)2(aq) + C02 (g) -> CaC03(s) + H2 0(1)
CaC03 (s) + COz(g) + H 2 0(1) --i>- Ca(HC03) 2 (aq)
(b) The solution changes from orange to green.
Cr20/-(aq) + 3S032-(aq) + 8H+(aq) --i>- 2Cr3 +(aq) + 3SO/-(aq) + 4H2 0(1)

3.

Mass
Atom ratio

1
1

I
1

'

(a) Iron is less reactive than aluminium.

(b) (i)

4

0
0.64
0.64 I 16
=0.04

Fe
1.67
1.67 I 55.8
=0.03

2

Empirical formula= Fe3 04
Fe3 0 4(s) + 4CO(g) -> 3Fe(s) + 4C02(g)

1

(iii) Perform the experiment in a fume cupboard.

1

(ii)

45

(c) Zn is more reactive I a stronger reducing agent than Fe.
For galvanised iron object with the zinc layer broken, iron will.be protected from corrosion as
zinc will be preferentially oxidised.

1
1

(d) The surface of the aluminium object is oxidised to Alz0 3 (s) I aluminium oxide.
Alz0 3(s) is impermeable to water I oxygen, thus corrosion of aluminium is inhibited.

1
1
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SECTIONB

General Marking Instructions
1.

In order to maintain a uniform standard in marldng, markers should adhere to the marking scheme agreed at
the markers' meeting.

Part!
Marks
1. (a)

2.

The marking scheme may not exhaust all possible answers for each question. Markers should exercise their
professional discretion and judgment in accepting alternative_ answers that are not in the marldng scheme but
are correct and well reasoned.

1

~

.

lH(

3.

In questions asking for a specified number of reasons or examples etc. and a candidate gives more than the
required number, the extra answers should not be marked. For instance, in a question asldng candidates to
provide two examples, and if a candidate gives three answers, only the first two should be marked.
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(c)
4.

In cases where a candidate answers more questions than required, the answers to all questions should be
marked. However, the excess answer(s) receiving the lowest score(s) will be disregarded in the calculation of
the final mark.
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Award zero marks for answers which are contradictory.

6.

7.

·Chemical equations should be balanced except those in reaction schemes for organic synthesis. For
energetics, the chemical equations given should include the correct state symbols of the chemical species
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In the question paper, questions which assess candidates' communication skills are marked with an asterisk
(*). For these questions, the mark for effective communication (1 mark per question) will be awarded if
candidates can produce answers which are easily understandable. No marks for effective communication
will be awarded if the answers produced by candidates contain a lot of irrelevant materials and/or wrong
concepts in chemistry.

Element
Argon
Chlorine

Natural source
The atmos.Q_here I Air
Rock salt I Sea water I Ocean

Method of extraction
Fractional distillation of liquefied air
Electrolysis_of sea water . · -

2. (a) A white precipitate is firstly formed, the precipitate dissolves in the presence of excess C0 2 (g).
Ca(OH)2(aq) + C02 (g) -> CaC03(s) + H2 0(1)
CaC03 (s) + COz(g) + H 2 0(1) --i>- Ca(HC03) 2 (aq)
(b) The solution changes from orange to green.
Cr20/-(aq) + 3S032-(aq) + 8H+(aq) --i>- 2Cr3 +(aq) + 3SO/-(aq) + 4H2 0(1)

3.

Mass
Atom ratio

1
1

I
1

'

(a) Iron is less reactive than aluminium.

(b) (i)

4

0
0.64
0.64 I 16
=0.04

Fe
1.67
1.67 I 55.8
=0.03

2

Empirical formula= Fe3 04
Fe3 0 4(s) + 4CO(g) -> 3Fe(s) + 4C02(g)

1

(iii) Perform the experiment in a fume cupboard.

1

(ii)

45

(c) Zn is more reactive I a stronger reducing agent than Fe.
For galvanised iron object with the zinc layer broken, iron will.be protected from corrosion as
zinc will be preferentially oxidised.

1
1

(d) The surface of the aluminium object is oxidised to Alz0 3 (s) I aluminium oxide.
Alz0 3(s) is impermeable to water I oxygen, thus corrosion of aluminium is inhibited.

1
1
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Marks
4.

(a) A cell that can be recharged.

1

(b) It can provide a high current I voltage I power to start up the engine.

Marks
(a) Oily dirt hinders the conduction of electricity I hinders the plating of copper on the object.

1

1

(b) Electrolyte is a compound that conducts electricity when melted or dissolved in water. I
Electrolyte is a substance that consists of mobile ions when melted or dissolved in water. I
Electrolyte is a substance that undergoes decomposition when electricity is passing through it.

1

2
1

(c) Cu2+, SO/-, H+, OH-

1

(d) Copper(II) ion has higher oxidising power than hydrogen ion. I
Copper(II) ion undergoes reduction more readily than hydrogen ion.

1

2

(e) Cu -> Cu2+ + 2e-

1

(f) No observable change

1

(g) Number of mole of electrons involved= 2.28 x 1022 I 6.02 x 1023 = 0.0379
Mass of copper formed= 0.0379 x 63.5 I 2 = 1.20 (g)

2

(a) CnH2n+2

1

7.

(c) Lead I Lead compounds are toxic. I Sulphuric acid is corrosive I irritant.
(d) (i)

Pour a small amount of the concentrated sulphuric acid to a large amdunt of water.
Wear goggle I face shield I safety spectacles I safety glasses I gloves.

(ii) Number of mole of sulphuric acid= 2.48 I 98.1 = 0.0253
Molarity of sulphuric acid= 0.0253 I 0.005 = 5.06 (M)

5.

•

•
•
•

•

6.

Equation: NH3 + H 20 ~ NH/ + OHExplanation: Aminonia ionises I dissociates slightly in water. I The ionisation I dissociation of
ammonia in water is incomplete.
Method: Measure respectively the pH I electrical conductivity I enthalpy change of
neutralisation I temperature rise in neutralisation of both NH3(aq) and NaOH(aq).
Observation: pH I electrical conductivity I enthalpy change of neutralisation I temperature rise
in neutralisation ofNH3(aq) is lower than that ofNaOH(aq).
Fair comparison:
pH- same concentration ofNH3(aq) and NaOH(aq)
electrical conductivity- same concentration ofNH3(aq) and NaOH(aq)
enthalpy change of neutralisation- same amount ofNH3(aq) and NaOH(aq)
temperature rise in neutralisation- same volume and concentration ofNH3(aq) and NaOH(aq)
Communication mark
'

1
1
1

(b) (i)

1

1

(a) substitution reaction

8.

(ii)

(c) Orange I brown colour fades away. I
Orange I brown colour changes to colourless slowly.

The total energy released in the bond forming process is larger than the total energy
absorbed in the bond breaking process.

(iii) l:o.Hc" = l:o.Hr" [C02(g)] + 2/:o.Hr" [H20(l)]- l:o.Hr" [CH4(g)]
= (-393.5) +2(-285.9)- (-74.8)
1
= -890.5 (kJ mol- )
(c) •

(b) Light I hv I ultra-violet I UV I heat I radical initiator

C-H and 0=0
C=O and H-O

[Covalent bond(s) broken
Covalent bond(s) formed

Natural gas burns more completely but coal does not. I
Burning coal would produce soot I carbon monoxide but burning natural gas would not.
Compared with natural gas, coal contains more impurities. I
Burning coal would produce more pollutants, such as S02, metal compound dust.

·;

(d) Br atom does not have the stable noble gas electronic configuration. I
Br atom does not have the stable octet electronic configuration. I
The electronic configuration ofBr atom does not fulfill the octet rule.
(e) (i)
(ii)

CH2Br2 I CHBr3 I CBr4
Use large excess amount ofCH4. I
Br2 is the limiting reactant.
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1
1

1
2

1

1

7.

(a) Oily dirt hinders the conduction of electricity I hinders the plating of copper on the object.

1

(b) Electrolyte is a compound that conducts electricity when melted or dissolved in water. I
Electrolyte is a substance that consists of mobile ions when melted or dissolved in water. I
Electrolyte is a substance that undergoes decomposition when electricity is passing through it.

1

(d) Copper(II) ion has higher oxidising power than hydrogen ion. I
Copper(II) ion undergoes reduction more readily than hydrogen ion.

1

(f) No observable change

1

(g) Number of mole of electrons involved= 2.28 x 1022 I 6.02 x 1023 = 0.0379
Mass of copper formed= 0.0379 x 63.5 I 2 = 1.20 (g)

2

1

(b) (i)

(ii)

C-H and 0=0
C=O and H-O

Covalent bond(s) broken
Covalent bond(s) formed

The total energy released in the bond forming process is larger than the total energy
absorbed in the bond breaking process.

(iii) l:o.Hc" = l:o.Hr" [C02(g)] + 2/:o.Hr" [H20(l)]- t:o.Hr" [CH4(g)]
= (-393.5) +2(-285.9)- (-74.8)
1
= -890.5 (kJ mol- )

(c) •

Natural gas burns more completely but coal does not. I
Burning coal would produce soot I carbon monoxide but burning natural gas would not.
Compared with natural gas, coal contains more impurities. I
Burning coal would produce more pollutants, such as S02, metal compound dust.
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1

2

1
1

I
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Partll

Marks
Marks
11. (a) (i)

9.

-log[H\aq)] = 7.0
[W(aq)] = 10--7 mol dm-3 I 10-7 M

(a) save cost on chemicals I minimise chemical hazards I save time on carrying out experiment I
reduce the consumption of chemicals I reduce chemical waste

[OH"'(aq)] = [W(aq)] = 10--7 mol dm-3
[H30+(aq)][On(aq)]

(ii)

1

(b) Prevent sucldng back of water. I
Prevent water from entering the reacting flask.
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(c) The pH of water would be less than 7.
The dissociation ofH20(1) is endothermic. Increasing the temperature will shift the equilibrium
position to the right.
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•
1

It gives an alkaline solution.

\.'-H

OH

1

I

./__...c.,
H '
/';;:CH3
C2Hs

CzHs
Chiral centre
Non-superimposable on its mirror image
Optically active
Communication mark

1
1
1
1

1

(ii)

It gives an acidic solution.
(b) Any TWO ofthe following:
•
Fe can have variable oxidation numbers- Fe2+, Fe3+
•
Fe can act as a catalyst- e.g., Fe in Haber Process
Fe forms coloured compounds- Fe2+(aq) is green I Fe3+(aq) is yellow

2

....

I
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0
Q-"
C-0-CHz--Q

2 i l-+++++ I I I I 1·+++++-+--H++-+--f--l--H---1++·
~

10. (a) (i)

1
1

I I I I 1---H---1

;....• ;--1

0 [-j
'

li

=

2

I I I I I I I I 1--+-+--l-1-+-+-t-

- - ..... ,

w--7 x w--7

(b) Because [H20(1)] >> [W(aq)] or [On(aq)]

(d) Number of moles of methyl oleate used= 0.08 I 296 = 2.70 x 10"
3
3
Minimum volume ofH2 (g) required= (0.08 I 296) x 24000 cm = 6.49 cm

(ii)

=

2

1

(c) Water level inside the measuring cylinder rises. I
The gas volume inside the measuring cylinder reduces.

(e) (i)&

1

50

11. (a) (i)

(ii)

-log[H\aq)] = 7.0
[W(aq)] = 10-7 mol dm-3 /10-7 M

1

[OH-(aq)] = [W(aq)] = 10-7 mol dm-3
[H30+(aq)][On(aq)]
= w-7 x 10-7
14
6
= 10- (mof dm- )

2

(b) Because [H20(1)] >> [W(aq)] or [On(aq)]
(c) The pH of water would be less than 7.
The dissociation ofH20(1) is endothennic. Increasing the temperature will shift the equilibrium
position to the right.

1

1

3

Q-cH20H
heat under
reflux

13 .•

OH

I

.c~

~,, \

H3 C"

•

1

OH

I

H

H1C,'/';

~"cH3

C2H5
C2 H 5
Chiral centre
Non-superimposab1e on its mirror image
Optically active
Communication mark

1
1
1

1
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Marks

Paper2

Marks
2. (a) (i)

1.

(a) (i)

(1)

The smallest part of a lattice I crystal, which by repetition of itself, can generate the
whole lattice I crystal.

(2)

1
1
Number of Cu atoms = 8(-) + 6(-)
8
2
=4

1

(1)

No effect

(2)

Rate= k[CH3 COCH3(aq)][W(aq)]

1

(ii) 3Hz+ Nz ~ 2NH3
(iii)

Ea = 52.8 kJ mol-

(b) (i)

2

k2
Ea
1
1
Ea
1
1
log
- = - ( - - - ) OR log2= - ( - - - )
k1 2.3R 11
T2
2.3R 298 308

1

(ii) electric socket
1
1

(iii) Cone. HN0 3 is corrosive.
N0 2 is poisonous.

1

(b) (i)

3

(1)

1

without catalyst

H

0c"'cH,
I

with catalyst
Energy

reactants

(ii) Addition polymerisation

1

(iii) (1)

1

The air inside the expanded PS is good insulator of heat.

products
(2)

injection moulding

(3)

•

Reaction coordinate
Catalysts can be poisoned.

1

(ii) Any TWO of the following:
•
A catalyst I enzyme is used.
•
The reagent (0 2) used is non-toxic.
•
The feedstock (sugars) is renewable.
•
The wastes formed are biodegradable.

2

(iii) Any TWO of the following:
•
In route (2), the ethanoic acid produced is more pure.
The rate of fermentation I aerial oxidation in route (1) is slower.
Route (2) does not consume food but route (1) does.

2

(2)

11"

(c) (i)

•

(iv) The less orderly arranged repeating units of HIPS make the polymer molecules pack not as
close as that in PS.
The intermolecular attractions between the polymer molecules of HIPS are weaker than
that in PS.

Concentrated sodium chloride (NaCl) solution I brine

(ii) Site should be near the sea because easy to get the raw material.
(iii) 2NaCl + 2H20

->

(c) (i)

(ii)

1

1

•

(iii) (1)

(vi) Chlorine bleach can react with hydrochloric acid to give poisonous chlorine gas.
Clo- + 2H+ + er-> HzO + Clz

1

(2)

The two polarisers at the two sides of the liquid crystal layer are perpendicular to
each other.
When a voltage is applied to the liquid crystal layer, the liquid crystal molecules
align with the electric field.
The polarised light will pass through the liquid crystal layer without rotation of the
plane of polarisation.
The polarised light is completely blocked by the second polariser, giving a black
. 1
'
p1Xe.
Nanomaterials are materials
between 1 - 10011000 nm.

with

il I:

51

particle

sizes

less

than

100

nm

I

As the particle sizes of nanomaterials are so small, using them to make displays can
increase the number of pixels in a given area I the phosphors for high-definition
display units.

I! !I

li

1

•

•

1
1

1

1

C}z + H 2 + 2Na0H

In membrane cell, more pure sodium hydroxide can be obtained, but not for diaphragm
cell.

1

The molecules in smectic phase have a certain degree of two-dimensional order and
form well-defmed layers.

1

(iv) Mercury is poisonous.
(v)

Expanded PS occupies a very large volume. Hence collection, transportation
and storage of the wastes are problematic.
Sorting and cleaning of the expanded PS wastes are uneconomical.
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1

2. (a) (i)

(1)

The smallest part of a lattice I crystal, which by repetition of itself, can generate the
whole lattice I crystal.

(2)

1
1
Number of Cu atoms = 8(-) + 6(-)
8
2
=4

1

1

(ii) electric socket
1
1

(iii) Cone. HN0 3 is corrosive.
N0 2 is poisonous.
(b) (i)

(ii) Addition polymerisation

1

(iii) (1)

1

The air inside the expanded PS is good insulator of heat.

(2)

injection moulding

(3)

•

•

Expanded PS occupies a very large volume. Hence collection, transportation
and storage of the wastes are problematic.
Sorting and cleaning of the expanded PS wastes are uneconomical.

(iv) The less orderly arranged repeating units of HIPS make the polymer molecules pack not as
close as that in PS.
The intermolecular attractions between the polymer molecules of HIPS are weaker than
that in PS.
(c) (i)

(ii)

1
1
1

The molecules in smectic phase have a certain degree of two-dimensional order and
form well-defmed layers.

1

•

1

•

•

(iii) (I)

(2)

The two polarisers at the two sides of the liquid crystal layer are perpendicular to
each other.
When a voltage is applied to the liquid crystal layer, the liquid crystal molecules
align with the electric field.
The polarised light will pass through the liquid crystal layer without rotation of the
plane of polarisation.
The polarised light is completely blocked by the second polariser, giving a black
. 1
'
piXe.
Nanomaterials are materials
between 1 - 10011000 nrn.

with

particle

sizes

less

than

100

nm

I

As the particle sizes of nanomaterials are so small, using them to make displays can
increase the number of pixels in a given area I the phosphors for high-definition
display units.
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Marks
3.

(a) (i)

1
1

Add acidified silver nitrate solution.
Pale yellow precipitate formed.

(ii) Chromatography

1

(iii) Add dilute HCl(aq) to the mixture for dissolving the _Fe2 03.
Collect the copper powder from .filtering the mixture obtained.

1
1

(b) (i)

yellow I orange I red precipitate

Candidates' Performance
Paper 1

Paper 1 consisted of two sections, Section A (multiple-choice questions) and Section B (conventional questions).
Sections A and B each comprised two parts, Part I and Part II. Part I contained questions mainly on Topics I to
VIII of the curriculum, while Part II mainly on Topics IX to XII. All questions in both sections were compulsory.
Section A (multiple-choice questions)

(ii) Add acidified K 2 Cr2 0 7 (aq).
Only Y turns the solution from orange to green.

1
1

This section consists of 36 multiple-choice questions. Without counting the deleted one, the mean score was 23.
Candidates' performance was generally good. Some misconceptions of candidates were revealed from their
performance in the following items:

(iii) A significant peak appears at m/Z 105 (CGH5COl or 43 (CH3CO+) in mass spectrum of X
only.
A significant peak appears at m/Z 91 (C6H5CH2l or 29 (HCO+) in mass spectrum of Y
only.

1

1.

(iv) Both compounds show a characteristic absorption in wavenumber range (1680 to
1800 cm-1) which is characteristic of carbonyl group.
As the two compounds do not possess other different functional groups, they cannot be
differentiated from each other using the given information.
(c) (i)

1

1

Ql.

1

NH/ + 011 -> NH3 + HzO
(Nf.4) 2S04 + 2NaOH -> 2NH3 + Na2 S04 + 2Hz0

1

(2)
OR

NH3 + H+-+ NH/
NH3 + HCl-+ NH4Cl

1

B.
C.
D.

2.
1
3

Which ofthe following statements is correct?
A.*

(1)
OR

(ii) from red to orange

For Q.l, less than half of the candidates correctly chose the key A which suggests that many candidates
did not have a clear understanding of acid solutions. The pH of an acid solution is zero if the
concentration ofthe W(aq) ions in it equals 1 M. Carbon dioxide is an acidic compound even though it
does not contain hydrogen as its constituent element because it ionises in water to give H+(aq) ions.
There is no need to display a 'corrosive' hazard warning label on reagent bottles containing very dilute
acid solutions.

(iii) Number of moles ofKOH used in the titration= 0.100 x 13.55 x 103
Number of moles ofH+ ions remained after Step (2) = 0.100 x 13.55 x 10- x 10
= 0.01355
•
3
Number .of moles ofH+ ions used in Step (2) = 1.00 x 50 x 10=0.05
Number of moles ofNH3 liberated= 0.05-0.01355
= 0.03645
Mass ofN in the sample= 0.03645 x 14 = 0.5103 (g)
0 5103
PercentagebymassofNinthesample= ·
x 100=17.01 (%)
3

4

(iv) The amount of nitrogen determined may come fi:om other nitrogen-containing substances
present in milk powder.

1

All aqueous solutions contain W (aq) ions.
(46%)
The pH of all acid solutions is greater than zero.
(22%)
All acidic compounds contain hydrogen as their constituent elements.
(19%)
A 'corrosive' hazard warning label must be displayed on all reagent bottles containing
acid solution.
(13%)

For Q.l6, more than half of the candidates failed to choose the key.D. Candidates should consider the
2
overall equation for the electrochemical reaction of this question. As the mole ratio of 'Fe +(aq) to
2
Cr2 0/-(aq)' in the overall equation is '6: 1',the molarity ofFe +(aq) after that period of time should then
be '0.5-6(0.5-0.47)', i.e. the concentration is 0.32 M.

Q16.

Consider the following set-up at the start of an experiment :

platinum electrode - - - - - - 1 -

platinum electrode

100 cm3 of
----1
0.50 M acidified K 2 Cr2 0 7 (aq)

lOO cm3 of
0.50 M FeS04(aq)

After a period of time, the concentration of K 2 Cr20 7(aq) drops to 0.47 M.
concentration ofFeS0 4(aq) at that time?

A.
B.

c.

I

D.*

What is the

(23%)
(25%)
(14%)
(38%)

0.53 M
0.47M
0.~1 M
0.32M
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Candidates' Performance
Paper 1

Paper 1 consisted of two sections, Section A (multiple-choice questions) and Section B (conventional questions).
Sections A and B each comprised two parts, Part I and Part II. Part I contained questions mainly on Topics I to
VIII of the curriculum, while Part II mainly on Topics IX to XII. All questions in both sections were compulsory.
Section A (multiple-choice questions)

This section consists of 36 multiple-choice questions. Without counting the deleted one, the mean score was 23.
Candidates' performance was generally good. Some misconceptions of candidates were revealed from their
performance in the following items:

1.

For Q.l, less than half of the candidates correctly chose the key A which suggests that many candidates
did not have a clear understanding of acid solutions. The pH of an acid solution is zero if the
concentration ofthe H\aq) ions in it equals 1 M. Carbon dioxide is an acidic compound even though it
does not contain hydrogen as its constituent element because it ionises in water to give H+(aq) ions.
There is no need to display a 'corrosive' hazard warning label on reagent bottles containing very dilute
acid solutions.

Ql.

Which ofthe following statements is correct?
A.*
B.
C.
D.

2.

All aqueous solutions contain W (aq) ions.
(46%)
The pH of all acid solutions is greater than zero.
(22%)
All acidic compounds contain hydrogen as their constituent elements.
(19%)
A 'corrosive' hazard warning label must be displayed on all reagent bottles containing
acid solution.
(13%)

For Q.l6, more than half of the candidates failed to choose the key.D. Candidates should consider the
overall equation for the electrochemical reaction of this question. As the mole ratio of 'Fe 2+(aq) to
Cr20/-(aq)' in the overall equation is '6: 1',the molarity ofFe 2+(aq) after that period of time should then
be '0.5-6(0.5-0.47)', i.e. the concentration is 0.32 M.

Q16.

Consider the following set-up at the start of an experiment :

lOO cm3 of
0.50 M FeS04(aq)

After a period of time, the concentration of K2 Cr20 7(aq) drops to 0.47 M.
concentration ofFeS0 4(aq) at that time?

A.

What is the

B.

c.

0.53 M
0.47M
0.~1 M

(25%)

D.*

0.32M

(38%)

(23%)
(14%)
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3.

For Q.26, the performance of candidates is very poor. As the compound contains two C=C bonds, there
may then be 4 kinds of geometric anangement: cis-cis, trans-trans, cis-trans, trans-cis. However, as it
is a symmetric compound, the cis-trans and trans-cis anangements are in fact of the same geometry,
leaving a total of 3 geometrical isomers only.
Q26 .

Question
Number

(14%)
(44%)
(14%)
(28%)

0
2
3
4

2

The perf01mance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), about half of the
candidates failed to describe the further change upon the addition of excess C0 2(g).
Moreover, they were not able to give the correct formulae for Ca(OH) 2 (aq) and
Ca(HC0 3 ) 2 (aq), or the required chemical equations. In part (b), slightly more than half of
the candidates gave the conect colour change, but many of them were not able to write the
correct chemical equation. Quite a number of them erroneously included permanganate
solution I KMn0 4(aq) I Mn0 4-(aq) in their answers.

3

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (b), about half of the
candidates were able to determine the empirical formula required, but many of them did not
write a correct chemical equation for the reaction between Fe 3 0 4 (s) and CO(g). In parts (c)
and (d), more than half of the candidates were able to explain the respective principles on the
prevention of corrosion in galvanised iron and anodised aluminium. However, a few failed
to distinguish the difference between these two principles.

4

The performance of candidates largely varied in different parts of this question. Candidates'
performance in pmis (a) and (d)(ji) was very good; in particular, they demonstrated a good
mastery of the calculati on on mo larity. In parts (b) and (c), more than half of the candidates
demonstrated a weak understanding about lead-acid accumulators. In part (d)(i), many
candidates inCOITectly suggested a procedure of using apparatus like a pipette or a
volumetric flask for the dilution of concentrated sulphuric acid .

5

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. About two thirds of the candidates
were able to state that NH3 is a weak alkali because it ionises slightly in water, and about half
of them were able to give the conect chemical equation. About a third of the candidates
were able to suggest an appropriate experimental method for demonstrating that NH 3 is a
weaker alkali than NaOH but, about half made conceptual mistakes . Common mistakes
included ' comparing the rates of neutralisation between RC! and NH3 1NaOH', 'comparing
the amounts of HC! needed to neutralise a sample of NH 3 I NaOH', and ' comparing the
voltages generated by the chemical cells constructed with NH3 I NaOH as the electrolyte',
etc. Some candidates stated an incorrect instrument for canying out measurements, such as
using a voltmeter to measure the cwTent of a circuit. Lastly, about a third of the candidates
were not able to state the appropriate conditions for canying out a fair test.

6

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), about two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the conect answer. However, some of them misspelt the answer
'substitution' as 'subsituation ' . Candidates' performance in pa11s (b) and (c) was very good.
In part (d), more than half of the candidates were able to give the cO'rrect answer. However,
some of them wrongly stated the given bromine atom I radkal as a bromide ion (Br-). The
performance of the candidates in part (e)(i) was good, although some cm1didates wrongly
gave 'CH3 ', 'CC1 4 ' or' 1,2-dibromomethane' as the answer. In part (e)(ii), about half of the
candidates failed to conectly state that excess amount of methane was needed to meet the
requirement.

For Q.33, the item was deleted due to insufficient discrimination. Candidates might have had different
interpretations of the term 'rate of formation of Hz(g)' in the equilibrium reaction system, and hence
lowered the discrimination power of the item.
Q33 .

Consider the following equilibrium reaction system in a closed container of fixed volume:
CO(g)

t:.H < O

+ H 2 0(g)F C0 2 (g) + H 2 (g)

Which of the following, when applied to the system, would lead to an incr<:ase in the rate of
formation ofH2 (g) ?

Ill

Performance in General
The performance of candidates in this question was good. Around three quarters of the
candidates were able to draw the electron diagram for a molecule of argon. However, some
wrongly used 'Ag' or 'At' as the symbol. In part (c), some candidates mentioned ' distillation
of air' but omitted the key word ' fractional' .

How many geometrical isomers does H 3 C -CH = CH-CH=CH-CH3 have?
A.
B.
C.*
D.

4.

Section B (conventional questions)

(1)
(2)
(3)

adding CO(g)
increasing the temperature
adding a suitable catalyst

A.
B.
C.
D.

(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)

only
only
and (3) only
and (3) only
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Section B (conventional questions)

Question
Number

Performance in General
The performance of candidates in this question was good. Around three quarters of the
candidates were able to draw the electron diagram for a molecule of argon. However, some
wrongly used' Ag' or 'At' as the symbol. In part (c), some candidates mentioned ' distillation
of air' but omitted the key word ' fractional ' .

2

The perfonnance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), about half of the
candidates failed to describe the further change upon the addition of excess C0 2 (g).
Moreover, they were not able to give the correct formulae for Ca(OH) 2 (aq) and
Ca(HC0 3 Maq), or the required chemical equations. In part (b), slightly more than half of
the candidates gave the conect colour change, but many of them were not able to write the
correct chemical equation. Quite a number of them erroneously included permanganate
solution I KMn0 4(aq) I Mn0 4-(aq) in their answers.

3

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (b), about half of the
candidates were able to detetmine the empirical formula required, but many of them did not
write a correct chemical equation for the reaction between Fe30 4 (s) and CO(g). In pmis (c)
and (d), more than half of the candidates were able to explain the respective principles on the
prevention of corrosion in galvanised iron and anodised aluminium. However, a few failed
to distinguish the difference between these two principles.

4

The performance of candidates lm·gely varied in different parts of this question. Candidates'
performance in patis (a) and (d)(ii) was very good; in particular, they demonstrated a good
mastery of the calculation on molarity. In parts (b) and (c), more than half of the candidates
demonstrated a weak understanding about lead-acid accumulators. In pa!i (d)(i), many
candidates inconectly suggested a procedure of using apparatus like a pipette or a
volumetric flask for the dilution of concentrated sulphuric acid.

5

The performance of candidates in thi s question was fair. About two thirds of the candidates
were able to state that NH3 is a weak alkali because it ionises slightly in water, and about half
of them were able to give the correct chemical equation. About a third of the candidates
were able to suggest an appropriate experimental method for demonstrating that NH 3 is a
weaker alkali than NaOH but, about half made conceptual mistakes. Common mistakes
included ' comparing the rates of neutralisation between HCl and NH3 I N aOH', 'comparing
the amounts of HCl needed to neutralise a sample of NH3 I NaOH ', and ' comparing the
voltages generated by the chemical cells constructed with NH3 I NaOH as the electrolyte' ,
etc. Some candidates stated an incorrect instrument for canying out measurements, such as
using a voltmeter to measure the cmrent of a circuit. Lastly, about a third of the candidates
were not able to state the appropriate conditions for carrying out a fair test.

6

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), about two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the conect answer. However, some of them misspelt the answer
'substitution ' as ' subsituation' . Candidates' performance in patis (b) and (c) was very good.
In part (d), more than half of the candidates were able to give the cO'rrect answer. However,
some of them wrongly stated the given bromine atom I radical as a bromide ion (Br-). The
performance of the candidates in part (e)(i) was good, although some candidates wrongly
gave ' CH3 ' , 'CC1 4 ' or' 1,2-dibromomethane' as the answer. In part (e)(ii), about half of the
candidates failed to correctly state that excess amount of methane was needed to meet the
requirement.
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Question
Number

Performance in General

7

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), about forty percent of
the candidates wrongly stated the electroplated object would be contaminated by oily dirt.
In part (b), about half of the candidates w.ere able to give the correct answer. Some
candidates wrongly stated that electrolytes can conduct electricity by allowing electrons to
pass through, or just simply stated that electrolytes can conduct electricity but without any
further elaboration. The performance ofthe candidates in part (c) was very good, although a
few of them omitted Wand 011 in their answers. In part (d), about half of the candidates
were able to give the correct answer. However, some of them were confused about the
relative oxidising power of copper(II) ions and hydrogen ions. The performance of the
candidates in part (e) was good, although some candidates wrongly gave the half equation of
the change occurred at the cathode. The performance of the candidates in part (f) was poor.
Only about a third of them were able to give the correct answer. A small number of them
wrongly stated the colour of the solution would become deeper or paler. Also, a small
number of candidates wrongly stated the expected changes at the electrodes (change in size I
reddish-brown substance plated on the surface) without referring to the observable changes
that would occur in the solution. In part (g), the performance of the candidates was
satisfactory. However, about a third of them failed to recognise that it takes 2 moles of
2
electrons to reduce 1 mole of Cu +.

8

9

I
!

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. In part (a), more than eighty
percent of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. The performance of
candidates in part (b) (i) was poor. A small number of candidates wrongly gave the chemical
formulae (C0 2, H 20) without explicitly indicating the bonds formed or broken. Some of
them missed one or two species in their answers. There were also a small number of
candidates who failed to state the double bonds in 0 2 and COz, and wrongly stated the bonds
as 0-0 and C-0. The performance of candidates in part (b)(ii) was very poor. About a
quarter of the candidates stated the energy involved in bond forming is larger than that
involved in bond breaking, without stating which process releases energy and which absorbs
energy. A small number of candidates wrongly stated that energy is released in bond
breaking and absorbed in bond forming. The performance of candidates in part (b)(iii) was
good. However, some of them failed to give the correct· answer because they used the
incorrect '+ I -' sign for the energy terms, or missed the coefficient '2' in the term for
liHr" [H20(1)] in the calculation. The performance of candidates in part (c) was very poor.
Less than half of the candidates were able to give correct reasons for using more natural gas
to generate electricity than coal.
The performance of candidates in this question was poor. In part (a), about two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the correct answer. However, a small number of the candidates
wrongly stated performing the experiment in micro-scale could increase the rate of the
reaction. The performance of candidates in part (b) was very poor. Some of the candidates
wrongly stated that hydrogen is less dense than air, so placing the tubing at the uppermost
position of the inverted measuring cylinder could collect more pure hydrogen from the
cylinder. The performance of candidates in part (c) was good. However, some candidates
wrongly stated that gas bubbles would be formed in the cylinder. In part (d), about two
thirds of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. Some candidates gave the
3
incorrect unit for the answer, such as 6.49 dm3 or 0.00649 mol dm- • The performance of
part (e) was poor. Only about a third of the candidates were able to give the correct answer.

s7

Question
Number

Performance in General

10

The performance of candidates in this question was satisfactory. About half of the
candidates were able to give the correct answers in part (a)(i). Some candidates wrongly
gave a "covalent-like" electron diagram for Na2 0. Some candidates failed to give the
2
correct number of the outerri:wst shell electrons or correct ionic charge for the 0 - ion. A
small number of candidates wrongly stated that the reaction of sodium oxide with water
would give sodium hydroxide and hydrogen gas. In part (a) (ii), about two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the correct electron diagram for C}zO. Some candidates
omitted the lone pair electrons on the oxygen atom. About a quarter of the candidates only
stated whether Cl20 is soluble in water without mentioning its acidic property. A small
number of candidates wrongly stated that the reaction of ClzO with water would give
HCl(aq) or a mixture ofHCl(aq) and HOCl(aq). The performance of candidates in part (b)
was satisfactory. Some candidates failed to give specific examples to illustrate their
answers. Some candidates misspelt the term 'Haber Process' as 'Habour Process' or
'Harbour Process'.

11

The performance of candidates in this question was very poor. In part (a)(i), only about half
of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. Some candidates failed to give the
correct unit for the answer. The petformance of candidates in part (a)(ii) was very poor.
Only about a third of the candidates were able to recognise that the concentrati&ns ofW and
OI-1 were equal in water. A high proportion of candidates failed to give the answer with a
correct unit. In part (b), less than twenty percent of the candidates were able to give the
correct answer. Many of them wrongly stated 'water is only a solvent so [H2 0] is a
constant'. The performance of candidates in part (c) was very poor, and only a very small
number of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. About half of them wrongly
stated that although the equilibrium position shifted to the right and [Hi increased, as [H+]
was still equal to [OHl and the water was then still neutral. Therefore, the pH would remain
as 7.

12

The performance of candidates in this question was poor. About half of the candidates
omitted either the oxidation (oxidation of benzaldehyde to give benzoic acid) or reduction
(reduction of benzaldehyde to give phenylmethanol) step in their answers. Some candidates
omitted 'acidified' for potassium dichromate solution. In the esterification step, some
candidates gave the incorrect catalyst (W or H2 S04(aq)) or omitted 'heating' for the
reaction.

13

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. Less than half of the candidates
were able to give the correct answer in a systematic way and with appropriate I correct
terminologies. Common mistakes included 'a molecule having a chiral carbon atom which
connected to four different molecules', 'the molecules rotate to different directions under
plane-polarised light' and 'the molecule is superimposablewith its mirror image'. Many
candidates failed to recognise the correct meaning of the term 'superimposable', or spell the
word correctly. There were also a high proportion of candidates who failed to demonstrate
an accurate understanding of the optical activities of chiral molecules.

ss

Question
Number

Performance in General

10

The performance of candidates in this question was satisfactory. About half of the
candidates were able to give the correct answers in part (a)(i). Some candidates wrongly
gave a "covalent-like" electron diagram for Na2 0. Some candidates failed to give the
2
correct number of the outerri:wst shell electrons or correct ionic charge for the 0 - ion. A
small number of candidates wrongly stated that the reaction of sodium oxide with water
would give sodium hydroxide and hydrogen gas. In part (a) (ii), about two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the correct electron diagram for ClzO. Some candidates
omitted the lone pair electrons on the oxygen atom. About a quarter of the candidates only
stated whether Cl20 is soluble in water without mentioning its acidic property. A small
number of candidates wrongly stated that the reaction of ChO with water would give
HCl(aq) or a mixture ofHCl(aq) and HOCl(aq). The performance of candidates in part (b)
was satisfactory. Some candidates failed to give specific examples to illustrate their
answers. Some candidates misspelt the term 'Haber Process' as 'Habour Process' or
'Harbour Process'.

11

The performance of candidates in this question was very poor. In part (a)(i), only about half
of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. Some candidates failed to give the
correct unit for the answer. The petformance of candidates in part (a)(ii) was very poor.
Only about a third of the candidates were able to recognise that the concentrati&ns ofF and
OI-1 were equal in water. A high proportion of candidates failed to give the answer with a
correct unit. In part (b), less than twenty percent of the candidates were able to give the
correct answer. Many of them wrongly stated 'water is only a solvent so [H2 0] is a
constant'. The performance of candidates in part (c) was very poor, and only a very small
number of the candidates were able to give the correct answer. About half of them wrongly
stated that although the equilibrium position shifted to the right and [Hi increased, as [H+]
was still equal to [OHl and the water was then still neutral. Therefore, the pH would remain
as 7.

12

The performance of candidates in this question was poor. About half of the candidates
omitted either the oxidation (oxidation of benzaldehyde to give benzoic acid) or reduction
(reduction of benzaldehyde to give phenylmethanol) step in their answers. Some candidates
omitted 'acidified' for potassium dichromate solution. In the esterification step, some
candidates gave the incorrect catalyst (W or H2 S04(aq)) or omitted 'heating' for the
reaction.

13

The performance of candidates in this question was fair. Less than half of the candidates
were able to give the correct answer in a systematic way and with appropriate I correct
terminologies. Common mistakes included 'a molecule having a chiral carbon atom which
connected to four different molecules', 'the molecules rotate to different directions under
plane-polarised light' and 'the molecule is superimposablewith its mirror image'. Many
candidates failed to recognise the correct meaning of the term 'superimposable', or spell the
word correctly. There were also a high proportion of candidates who failed to demonstrate
an accurate understanding of the optical activities of chiral molecules.
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Paper2

School-based Assessment

Paper 2 consisted of three sections. Section A contained questions set on Topic XIII 'Industrial Chemistry',
Section B on Topic XIV 'Materials Chemistry' and Section C on Topic XV 'Analytical Chemistry'. Candidates
were required to attempt all questions in two of the sections.

All school candidates have to participate in School-based Assessment (SBA). There were 15487 students from
429 schools submitted their SBA marks this year. This is the fourth year of implementation of SBA for the Hong
Kong Diploma of Secondary School Education (HKDSE). With the experience acquired over the past three years,
the implementation was generally smooth in most of the participating schools.

Question
Number

Popularity
(%)

Performance in General

SectionA: 1

49

The performance of candidates in part (a) was satisfactory. However, about a
third of the candidates were not able to write the rate equation from the given
information, while about half of them were not able to give a chemical equation
for the Haber process, and most of them were not able to calculate the
activation energy. The performance of candidates in pmt (b) was poor. Many
candidates were not able to draw the energy profiles in the same sketch and
only about a third of them were able to suggest that the catalyst may be
poisoned upon prolonged usage. Moreover, many candidates were not able to
suggest reasons for considering the fermentation route as a greeh process. The
performance of candidates in part (c) was fair. Eighty percent of the candidates
were able to point out that a mercury electrolytic cell is not considered as
environmentally friendly owing to the poisonous nature of mercury. Moreover,
just under half ofthe candidates were able to suggest that brine or concentrated
sodium chloride solution as the raw material for the chloroalkali industry and
about two thirds of the candidates were able to suggest a criterion in choosing a
site for building the plant. However, only about a quarter of candidates were
able to give an overall equation for the electrolysis and state the advantage of a
membrane electrolytic cell over a diaphragm electrolytic cell.

Section B: 2

3

jlli
!

Section C: 3

48

The performance of candidates in part (a) was very poor. Ninety percent of the
candidates failed to explain the meaning of the term 'unit cell', and seventy
percent of them were not able to deduce the number of copper atoms in the
given unit cell. The incorrect answer '14' was common, suggesting that
candidates had not sufficiently mastered the topic. The performance of
candidates in part (b) was poor. About half of the candidates were able to draw
the stJ.ucture of styrene, but more than forty percent of them did not give the
correct name of the type of polymerisation involved. Incorrect answers like
'condensation polymerisation' were common. The performance of candidates
in part (c) was very poor. Only about ten percent of the candidates were able to
describe how molecules in the smectic phase of liquid crystal are arranged, and
to explain why the pixel appears black when voltage is applie}i.
The performance of candidates in part (a) was very poor. Only forty percent of
the candidates were able to give a chemical test for the presence ofBr-(aq), and
twenty percent of them correctly suggested chromatography as the
instrumental technique for determining the octane content in a petrol sample.
Sixty percent of the candidates were not able to suggest a practical method in
obtaining copper powder from a mixture of copper powder and iron(III) oxide.
Most of them wrongly suggested adding dilute nitric acid or concentrated
sulphuric acid to the mixture, or heating the mixture with carbon. The
performance of candidates in part (b) was satisfactory. About two thirds of the
candidates were able to give the observation upon treatment of X and Y with
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine and outline a distinguishing chemical test between
X and Y. Lastly, about sixty percent of the candidates were not able to state
how X and Y could be distinguished from one another by mass spectrometry
but not by infra-red spectroscopy. The performance of candidates in part (c)
was fair. More than two thirds of the candidates were able to write the chemical
equations in Step (2). Just below half of the candidates were able to state the
colour change at the end-point. However, many of them failed to calculate the
percentage of nitrogen in the milk powder sample.
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To ensure that teachers have a good understanding of the requirements and the principles of the assessment
methods of the SBA, a SBA annual conference and group meetings were held in October 2014. The conference
and group meetings provided teachers with general comments and summary about the SBA implementation, and
up-to-date adjustments of the SBA requirements and administrative operations. The conference also introduced
the resources and supports available to help teachers to integrate practical works into chemistry classes.
Furthermore, the Education Bureau and the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority collaboratively
provided training courses and useful resources for teachers, and helped them to enhance knowledge and skill and
build up confi~ence in implementing SBA in their classes.
Based on the assessment data and samples of students' worksheets and reports submitted by participating schools,
students' performance was in general satisfactory and within the expectations of the assessment requirements. To
address the potential discrepancies in the marking standard among individual teachers and schools, mark
moderation based on both statistical methods and professional judgment was performed. We are happy to report
that 75.1% of schools fall into the 'within the expected range' category, while the marks of 15.8% of schools are
higher than expected, and 9.1% lower than expected. It was observed that the majority of schools with deviations
only differed slightly from the expected range. This is encouraging as the data show that the :tVajority of the
teachers have a good understanding of SBA implementation, and hence the marking standards are generally
appropriate.
To provide continuing support for teachers and to ensure fair implementation of the SBA, two supervisors m·e .
assigned to supervise all the schools, and there were a total 24 district coordinators to address enquiries from
teachers about SBA implementation, and to ensure that schools were mnning the scheme within the stipulated
guidelines. Phone calls, email correspondences, district group meetings and school visits were conducted to
establish close connections between the district coordinators and the teachers. The said communication channels
between the supervisors I district coordinators I teachers can enhance mutual understanding. Based on the
feedback from various sources, both teachers and students have a better understanding of the essence and the
requirements of the SBA. Nonetheless, some comments and recommendations are given below so that further
improvement on the implementation of SBA could be made:
1.

Variety of Experiments
Even though there is no stJ.·ict stipulated requirement on the types of experiments selected for SBA tasks
besides including volumetric analysis and qualitative analysis in the task list, it is definitely beneficial to
students' learning if they are exposed to a wider variety of experiment types. It is encouraging to see
experiments from different topics like 'Chemistry reactions and energy', \'Rate of reaction' and 'Chemical
equilibrium' have been commonly used. It was observed, however, that not many schools carried out
preparative experiments (in pmiicularly those involving organic reactions) for SBA tasks. Due to the lack of
this kind of experience, many students have limited understanding about the correct procedures of carrying
out an organic reaction and isolating the product from the reaction mixture. Conducting these types of
experiments can strengthen students' abilities on basic laboratory skills.

2.

Variety ofWritten Work
Worksheets, quizzes and brief I detailed laboratory repmis, etc. are all acceptable formats of written work.
Teachers generally designed these tasks in a professional manner. Moreover, it is encouraging that most
students can follow the instructions given by teachers in accomplishing the written work. Although there is
no stipulated requirements in the SBA guidelines regarding the types of written reports to be submitted by a
student, writing laboratory reports is definitely an important part of the training for students studying
experimental sciences. Organising a laboratory report in the conect format and presenting the data and
experimental findings properly are very important. Previous experience showed that students frequently
omitted some essential items (such as date, experimental title, objectives, and reference, etc) in the first few
times when they wrote laboratory reports. However, after gaining some experience, students were able to
write a laboratory report in a proper manner.
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